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TEXTILES : SOME TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND DATA 

PART YI : FUSING 

by M P CA WOOD 

PREAMBLE 

In April, 1979, SA WTRI extended its activities to include Clothing 
Technology. One of thefirstpriorities, in any ventureof thisnatureis to identify 
areas which have, as yet, not been researched in detail and, to use this in 
conjunction with the needs of industry, as a directive for future research 
provided, of course, it falls within the expertise availnble at SA WTRI. One way 
of collecting such information is to review work that has been published on 
topics related to clothing manufacture. These articles will also prove useful to 
industry as a source of dnta. One such review' on sewability, sewing needles, . 
threads and seams has already been published and it is apparent from the 
response from industry that there is a need for such information. This review 
concentrates on matters relating tofusing and isa compilation of data much of it 
being reproduced directly from the original source. 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally interlinings have been sewn into thegament on the inside 
of the outer fabric. Houever, fusible interlinings are increasingly being used in 
various sections of the clothing industry and when correctlv used have been 
found to give good results. However, complaints of do occur 
particularly with the technology of fusing becoming more sophisticated. 

Fusible interlinings are coated with an adhesive which enables them to be 
fused under certain conditions of temperature, time and pressure onto the outer 
fabric by means of a fusing press. 

A fusible interlining is designed to2: 

(a) act as reinforcement in parts of a garment; 

(b) provide bulk in those areas where extra thickness is required, 

(c) provide stability on a wide variety of fabrics. 

Typical areas where fusibfes could be of benefit are given in Table P. 
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TABLE 1 

TYPICAL USES OF FUSIBLES 

2. Men's Coats. Woven and 
knitted fabrics. 

3. Childm's pLey trousers 
4. haJ ad Sports Shiru 
5. Men3 ad Women's Ovtcrvcar 
6. Women's Suhs and Dress. 

Knitted ad woven. 
7. Slacks 

GARMENTS 

Collars, cuffs, mek bands. front facings, right 
and left pocket welts. 

NSIBLE AREA 

Fully fused fronts, colkrr, uigams, vents, lapels, 
pocket sIayr, c k t  pi- and tape anas. 
Knee reinforcement of Fabrikock or dmikr coatin* 
Collars, cuffs arrd pockets. 
Fronts, waistbands, CUES, pockets, collars. 
C o h ,  cuffs, fronts and hew. 

I 

Waistbands and fly fronts, pocket welts 

The advaneges of fusing rather than sewing interlinings have been 
enumerated by vanous authors. The most often quoted are: 

I. Simplification of production by eliminating a number of complex 
operations' -I4. 

2. Elimination of the need for skilled operatorFl1."-16. Apparently only one 
month is reauired to train an oDerator for fusing whereas 4 - 6 monthsare - - -- - 
necessary f i r  sewing machine bperatod. 

3. Higher production rates and a reduction in manufacturing costs'-7, 11. 14-11. 

It has been stated that although there may be no saving in material costs as 
such, a reduction in production time and training time of operators can lead 
to savingst8. A saving of up to  15 minsl garment has been reported's-20, and 
elsewhere'' a 25 min saving in time on a 220 min suit is claimed. 

4. Garments have a better drape and shape retention properfie~~.'~-l~.~~.~~.~. 

5. More uniform appearance and better handle to the garment6-7,4111~-14~. 

6. Controls shrinkage, resulting in a more stable outer fabric5 t2't+. 

7. Eliminates or reduces puckered ~earns ' - l~ . '~ .~%~~.  
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8. Improves other proPert;es, :mc- seam strengthl', prodnces less 
distortion and wrinklin@ 15, increases the strength of the garment at the 
points which have been fused", eliminates stretching and distortion of the 
fabric thereby producing a more stable garment'7, easier handling of 
difficult clothn4, etc. 

More specifically, the fused front process apparently has the following 
advantages? 

(a) Improves the garment by giving the foreparts a clean, new appearance 
which will withstand everyday wear and dry-cleaning. 

(b) Controls the dimensional stability of the forepart reducing the undesirable 
shape changes which occurs due to environmental conditions. 

(c) Gives the forepart the desired drape, handle and abiity to recover from 
creasing and distortion. 

(d) Simplifes making up the garment and affords manufacturing economy. 

(e) Reduces the likelihood of manufacturing error in making up a garment. 

A list of specific reasons bas also been given as to why fusible interlinings 
should be used for mens ruilored knirs26.2'. Fusine imnroves the amearance of 
garments made from stretch fabrics (knitteduvel~urs) and fiiilitates the 
manufacture of the fabrics6. They have proved especially invaluable in certain 
instances like yokes, collars, shaped cuffs and some front panel+. 

Surpassing tradional problems of sewing in, fused interlining avoids the 
cockled edges on the fronts caused by operators as well as a high residual 
shrinkage of edge taw. The impression of bridle and lapel padding stitches 
showing through medium to lightweight fabrics is supplanted by smooth fusible 
tape. The bubble over the top button does not form as there is no canvas 
thickness in the front. Excess fabric in the front shoulder areas, that result from 
improperly basted armholes, can be avoided. The need to ease in canvas with 
extra fullness for subsequent shrinkage is also not necessary28. 

Amarentlv fused garments also retain a smoother surface when stored 
on hang& in damp or extremely dry conditions for a long period of timeZ4. 
Under different climatic conditions, a fused garment also maintains a good outer 
appearance". 

The following problems have, however, been encountered with fusible 
interlinings? 
(a) Bubbling caused by delamination of interlining from the outer fabric in 

certain parts. 
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(b) Staining on the outer fabric caused by strike through, i e the adhesive flows 
through the outer cloth onto the face of the fabric. 

(c) Curling of edges of lapels and jacket fronts. 

(d) Puckering a t  the border of a n  unfused part with a fused part. 

(e) Deterioration in the handle or appearance of the fabric. 

One other limitation with the use of a fusible interlining is that a fused 
garment cannot be undone like a sewn garment'2. Careful handling of the fabrics 
during fusing to avoid any strike-back or strike through is also necessary'2. The 
greatest disadvantage of a fused interlining is apparently the lack of roll on the 
lapel of a jacket'2. 

A comparison has been made between a jacket with fused interlining and 
a jacket with the same interlining, but sewn in, after dry-cleaning, again after 
being conditioned a t  35% relative humidity and fmllyafterconditioningat 90% 
RH". The fused interlining jacket performed the best". 

Fusing, adhesive interlining and outer fabric variables which affect fusing 
performances generally are shown in Table 11". 

VARIABLES IN FUSING PERFORMANCEY 

Temperature 
Dwell lime 
Pras- 

Swam Cycle 
(where applicable) 

Shelf Life 
Melt Index 
Sohening Range 
Adhesive Quality 

Solvent Sensitivity 
Water Sensitivity 
Svam Activatibility 

Construction 
Finish 
Relative Shrinkage 
Moistwe and Solvent Scnsitivi 

Wiraf) has launched a project aimed at ensuring better compatibility 
between outer cloths, interlinings and fusing conditions. In a recent survey3 
camed out by them, they found that finishers and weavers werelargely unaware 
of fusing requirements of fabrics and few tested their fabrics for fusing 
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performance at all. A fairly high percentage of clothing manufacturers had little 
or no control over their fusing onerationand tested their fabrics less thanoncea 
day. Funhermore, confusionsG~ existed with respect to temperature (i e glue 
line or surface) and nressure laress or air line) s~ecifications and a wide ranee of 
temperatures &ere deingempibYedfor thesakeiype of adhesive. ~ ~ ~ a r e n t 6  the 
fabrics which are difficult to fuse are synthetics and tweeds, causing even more 
trouble than velvets and silicone-treated fabrics. Problems also arise in fabrics 
given a soil release or resin finish36. 

CHAPTER 2 

FUSIBLE INTERLININGS 

2.1 Type 

A wide range of fusible interlinings are available varying in structure, i e 
woven. knitted. non-woven or swun-laced. but it was forecasB7 that knitted 
interlinings wo&d become very popular. The recent trend in fusible interlinings 
is towards developing lightweight fusibles for the now popular thin fabrics (e g 
eeoreette. voile. lawn. etct. Woven intertinine fabrics. due to their construction. - - ,  . , - 
are not easily distorted in wear o r  in cleaning and thus exert maximum control 
on shrinkage and shape retention, but a soft kandle suchas with non-wovcns or 
knits is not oossiblcll. Nevertheless. soecial weaves. ee broken twills or fabrics 
with fine w& and coarse wefts, can &ve a softer hanudle. Raised qualities also 
improve handle and loft". Woven fusible interlinings consist to a great extent of 
cellulose fibres and they are not crease resistant38. Creases can therefore be 
expected when such linings are used in a laminate but the effect will be 
considerably less on knined outer fabrics than on wovens3s. However, most 
woven interlinings are resin finished to give good levels of crease recovery and 
low shrinkage after washing". 

Warp knitted interlinings are reported t o  be ideal for a super soft handle 
but do not control shrinkage very wellll. Lightweight warp knits which forma 
good flexible base are particularly suitable for very light outer fabrics. One 
direction is firm and stable but it has stretch in all the other dir~tions39. Weft 
inserted warp knits usually have an inlaid weft yam of viscose and when raised 
give a soft, lofty handle". Because of their construction they have a different 
handle in the warp and weft directionand shrinkagecontroland shape retention 
are adequate". Wider width interliningfabricsare required in the futurcand this 
is apparently where knitted fabrics have proved successful37. 

Non-wovens are produced by different manufacturing methods which 
affect the final properties, usually by the direction in which the fabrics are laid 
and agents used in the binding of the fibres. Table 111 gives a detded 
classification of non-woven fabrics used as fusiblesa. 
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TABLE III 

DETAILED CLASSIFICATION OF NON-WOVEN INTERLININGS"' 

Soft type 
(General 
interlining) 

interlinins) 

Excellent elasticity. Front part of 40 - 70 - 90 g/m2 Polyester 
women's and wn's suits, etc. 0.3 - 0.8 - 1.3 mm Nylon 

S t a b i l i  type. 40 - 100 g/mz Polyester/rayon 
Lacks elasticity. blend 
Front part of overalls, working clothes. 0.3 - 0.7 mm Rayon 
Interlining for belt 

I Partial fusible 
interlining 

Overall fusible 
interlining 

Iron-bonding type. 30-M)g/m2 
Rcinforciog of hem, front, edge, 0.3 - 0.4 mm 
socket. cufl. etc. 

--- 

Ressing machine-bondiag type. 4 0 - M g / m z  Nylon 
Front part of mn's and women's I 0.6 Ipolyrrr blend 
sub. etc. 

Complete To be inserted betwen cloths and 
fused into doth by prrssing machine. 

interlininn Knit. strctcb cloth. 

fusible 

Wadding type 

I_*n interlining 

Non-woven fabric laminated with 
thin polpthylene fh. 
Neck of dress shirt, etc. 

Rcsi~tant to washing. 
Quilting laminate, wadding. 

Higher in density than wadding type. 
Interlining for brassierr. 

I 100 g/m2 Various 
material 

Non-woven interlinings can be roughly classified into two types? 

1. Multi-directional type which has a soft handle, excellent elasticity and 
moderate resilience and suitable for use on jersey, stretch cloth, etc. 

2. Stabilised type suitable for rain-coats, school uniforms, overalls, working 
clothe+. 
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Lightweight non-woven interlining fabric are normally of four different 
types? 

I. Parallel laid which have stretch in one direction - good for knitwear. 

2. Cross laid which have stability in two directions but can stretch on the bias 
like a woven fabric. 

3. Random laid with multidirectional strength but limited stretch and 
recovery. 

4. Structured type which gives a woven effect. 

More generally, non-woven interlinings have been reported to have the 
following features%@: 

I .  Very light; 

2. Free from ravelling at cut end; 

3. Nondirectional; 

4. Resilient and wrinkle resistant; 

5. No shrinkage after washing; 

6. Keep shape and stiffness; 

7. Cheap. 

Increased amounts of synthetic fibres in a non-woven interlining 
improves crease recovery and selective embossing improves the handle and 
performancell. They can be used on certain lightweight fabrics where the weave 
of the fabric will show through or cause moire effects". A non-woven interlining 
which has too few fibres in the construction, with the balance made up by 
additives, can have the result that these chemicals absorb and retain the dirt from 
wear and from washing water, which eventually shows through a white cuff or 
collar as a grey or yellow colour-'8. 

Spun-laced fabrics are produced by blowing high pressure water jets 
through a batch of fibres causing the fibres to move relative to each other and 
become entangledg'. The interconnected entangled fibres give strength without 
stiffness resulting in outstanding drape and softness. Since no chemical binders 
are required, fibres are free to move and the handle generaUy softer. Air 
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permeability and hence comfort is also greater and dye fastness to washing or 
dry-cleaning is not a problem. The intimate fibre interlacing also causes the 
strength to stiffness ratio to begreater than for other non-wovens. The resistance 
to pilling is also better than for non-wovens9s. 

There are two basic spun-laced fabrics available, namely, theflanneland 
the apertured 1". They are less expensive than cotton fusible but slightly more 
expensive than non-woveasla. 

Spun-laced interlinings are claimedl" to incorporate the desirable 
attributes of both woven and other non-woven fabrics with additional 
advantages. Some of these advantages are? 

1. Some are free of binders and therefore repeated drycleanings and washings 
have little effect; 

2. They have only about 1% shrinkage since they are heat set when converted 
into a fusible; 

3. They have atendency to move with the outer cloth; 

4. The fibre interlacing properties result in excellent resistance. to surface 
pilling or fuzing; 

5. The lack of binders results in no fugitive dye pick-up in washing which is 
important in lightweight sheer fabrics where a discoloured interlining will 
show through the shell. 

The properties of a number of interlinings (without resin) have been given 
and some of the properties discussed42. Table N gives some examples of the 
practical applications of some types of interlinin6" and a table showing the 
s~ccifications for different Ja~anese fusible intertinines has beenencountercd'~. 
A number of articles ddbe the range of inter&ngs marketed by some 
interlining manufacturers as collar fusible interliningsa-a and for other end- 
uses" -=. 
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TABLE N 

EXAMPLES OF PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS" 

lapin' F a  
Length C o l ~  

wovcn. Polyester/ 
cotton 

Medium temp wash 
Medivm fabric -s 

M d  wash 
m m  light fabric mar 
SUM raft bandk 

M d  wash 

M d  fabric mru 
Med handle 
Gmd Sbpc retmtioo 
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Fusible - 
High density 
PyahYk% 
3a Mnh Dot, 

w o r n  

Polyanide, 
17-25 Mesh Dot, 

NolrWavcn 

polyrmide. 
13-17 Mesh Dot, 
Wcff LoYR Knit 

High density 
polycthykoe. 
M Mesh Dot, 
woven 

wovco 

Polyamidc. 
IT Mcrh Dot. 

Non-Woven 

Po(yvnid~ 
17 Mesh Dot, 

w m  Bmkm 
Trin 



2.2 Fibre type and interlining properties 

Interlining t o  be used forgarments should have the foUo~ingqualities5~. 

1. Easy to wash and clean 

(a) the fused fabric and interlining should be able to withstand repeated 
dry-cleaning and machine washing at 60° C; 

(b) the shrinkage of outer fabric and interlining should be similar. 

2. Safeguard the outer fabric, i e interlinings should be able to be fused under 
moderate fusing conditions. 

3. Good ventilation. 

4. Maintain outer fabric properties. Tbat is, each independent dot of adhesive 
should be fused a t  the surface of both fabrics only. 

5. Fasy handling. 

The physical properties of the interlining which are considered important 
are bulk, mass, resilience, drape, shrinkage and colourls. 

Both natural and synthetic fibres are today used in fusible interlinings. 
The type of fibre and its specific properties naturally determines the end use. 
High quality interlinings which can retain a good shape are made of several 
kinds of animal hair fibres, e g wool camel haiu, etcs7. A number of experiments 
have shown-58 that pure wool was the most effective fibre in an interlining for 
shape retention and crease resistance and improved the handle and drape of the 
finished garment. 'Ihii has led t o  the introduction of the Woolmark Fusible 
Interlining by Webbs of Worcester5'. A small percentage of goat haiu in the weft 
of woven interlining is saiP9 to add resiliency and handle that far exceed that of 
other fibres. However, it does present problems during processing59. 

For a quality knit garment with a dry-clean only label, a hair canvas with 
a polyamide printed fusible is recommended26. For washable and dry-cleanable 
knit garments, preshrunk cotton interlining with a polyamide fusible dot should 
be used. A rayonlcotton sheeting using a polyamide dot will also give good 
results29 

Any fusible interlinings arriving at a making-up plant should be checked 
for18. 

(a) defects in the basic fabric; 
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(b) defects in the resin application; 

(c) processing changes; 

(d) dirt and grease; 

(e) wrinkles and creases; 

(f) colour changes; 

(g) bond strength with outer fabric. 

To choose the correct interlining Marks and Spencer let the interlining 
manufacturer carry out a detailed fusing assessment (e g tests on shrinkage, 
washability and/or dry<leanability) well in advance of garment manufacture 
ensuring that the intended end use is fully understooda. The final choice is then 
made according to the reported results and garments are then evaluated with this 
interlininp. 

Fusible interlinings should be stored in an atmospherically controlled 
area and should not be kept near fusing equipment where they may be subject to 
high temperatures and steam9. 

A number of articles20.61 -6' by various experts give some useful 
information about the selection of interlinings. 

CHAPTER 3 

FUSIBLE ADHESIVES 

3.1 Types 

A fusible resin (also referred to as thermo lastic synthetic resin, 
thermoplast, adhesive, hondmg agent, etc ) 1s not an  a$hesive in the cold state 
but, on the application of heat, ph~sical changes and softening occur whtch, with 
pressure and time, create a bond with the outer fabric. 

A good adhesive should meet a number of requirementsw*: 

I .  It must be thermt,plasrie, i e in the heated staF it must have the propertiesof 
sticking and now but at room temperature it should be completely h e  of 
tackiness 

2. It must he resistant to ageing i e its properties must not change during 
storage or after fusmg. 

3. It must not become hard or brittle. 
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4. It must be colourless and must not yellow. 

5. It must be resistant to washing andlor dry cleaning. 

6. It should not affect the supple handle of the textile material but impart a 
stiffening effect. 

7. Its melting and bonding temperature ranges should be suitable for textiles 
so as not to damage the fibres. 

8. It must be supplied in such a form that clean processing and reliable 
appkation are possible. 

9. Cost must be competitive. 

The type of adhesive used depends on three  characteristic^'^. 

1. fusing or melting temperature; 

2. viscosity of resin at that temperature; 

3. durability of the resin on dry cleaning or laundering. 

A number of adhesives are available on the market each with different 
properties and different fusing req~irements6~'~~. These are discussed below. 

3.1.1 Polyethylene 

Polyethylene (PE) is an important adhesive and above all is a cheap 
bonding medium for fusibles65,". However, differences between polyethylene 
produced by the low pressure (high density) and high pressure (low density) 
processes existS5-6. Generally, they can be divided into three classes according 
to their relative density (specific gravity)? 

(a) low density; 0,910-0,926 relative density; 

(b) medium density: 0,92&0,940 relative density; 

(c) high density: 0,9404,965 relative density. 

In the low pressure (Zeigler) process, linear molecules are produced 
almost without side cham and therefore the molecules can be packed more 
closely together and this yields a relatively stiff resids-". It is dinicult for a 
solvent to penetrate into the interstices between their molecular chains and 
loosen the crystalline structure in order to swell the resin oreven todissolve i t  A 
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relatively large amount of energy is also needed to melt the crystalline structure 
owing to the strong cohesion of the molecules. Consequently, the fusing point 
(or glue line temperature) of high density polyethylene is relatively high 
(12SoC)65-66. 

In contrast to high density polyethylene, low density polyethylene has a 
great number of short and long side chains resulting in a more coiled structure of 
the molecules; the distance between the chains is greater and the density of 
packing is lowefls-66. The greater distance between the molecules enables a 
solvent to penetrate more easily into the spaces, to loosen the structure of the 
resin and to swell or even to dissolve it. The fusing temperature, too, is lower 
(about 100°C for a density of 0,912 and about I lS°Cfor adensity of 0,934). The 
stiffness of low density polyethylene is also lower than that of high density 
polyethylene65-66. 

Another important factor is the melt flow index ( M W .  The melt index 
describes the flow behaviour of a specified quantity of a polyethylene resin 
pressed at a specified temperature through a narrow orifice under a specified 
load. The higher the melt mdex, the lower the melt viscositv and vice versa and 
for polyethyhe the melt index ranges from 2 - 200. For p&tical use. it can be 
antici~ated that a oolvethvlene oowder with a high melt index is not onlvrather 
easilifixed hut also penekateskpidly into the Lhric and quickly fusesbn heat 
sealing. On the other hand, the low melt viscosity may cause the well-knownand 
feared strike-through and strike-hack. The greater the MH, the less resistant to 
dry-cleaning solvents the resin is likely to be. On the other hand, thermoplastic 
powders with a low melt index are difficult to fix as they hardly penetrate into 
the fabric. Additional adhesion is achieved by calendering with cooled rollers 
after sintering. Even in fuing later on, adhesives with a low melt index require a 
higher pressure and prolonged fusing time in order to achieve a good bond 
strength. There is then little chance of strike-through andstrike-hackoocurring 
According to the range of these figures, one can expect results which range from 
insufficient to excellent regarding their resistance to solvents, and laundering. 
They are generally insoluble in any solvents below 50°C hut the higher the 
density the greater the resistance to dry-cleaning solvents". 

Low density polyethylene is the cheapest adhesive and is sinter coated, 
fuses easily (even on steam press) and has excellent washability hut only 
moderate dry cleanahility-57. They are good for small areas which have a 
retaining stitch. High density polyethylene, on the other hand, has excellent 
wash and dry-cleaning properties but is more diff~cult to fuse (requires 
temperatures up to 170°C and pressures up to 69 kPa). It is always dot coated 
and is especially good for critical end u m  such as shirt collars where laundering 
conditions are severe and penetration of the outer fabric by the adhesive might 
easily owdl.  

3.1.2 Polyamides 

Thae  are generally terpolymers and are made by mixing the basic 
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ingredients of nylon 6.6.6 and 11 or 1F,67.1By varying the constituents a wide 
range of orouerties on be obtained. Plasticisen are sometimes added to increase 
t h e m e ~ t i h ~  range and lower themelting temperat~rr",'~. Copolyamides of this 
kind have a relativedensitv ofabout 1.2and. according to the ratio of monomers ----- - 
used, a m e l ~ g  range of 1650 to 1 4 0 0 ~  and Haordingto the molecular weight a 
melt flow index between 15 and 2WS.a. Two classes are generally usedM. 

High melting range - dry cleanable and washable up to 60" C. 

Lower melting range - dry cleanable only. 

By virtue of its molecular structure, a much stronger adhesion can be 
obtained with ~0ivamide than with the oure hvdrocarbon chain of - - 

p o ~ y e t h y ~ e n ~ ~ * ~ ~ d ~ q u e n t ~ y ,  by using the same quarhity of b0ndingagent.a 
stronger adhesion isachieved,ora lowerquantity isapplied resulting in thesame 
adhesion. This, of course, iscombined \nth a softer handle ofthe interlining. A 
further reason for the current signif~cance of polyamide is the outstan&ng 
resistance to solventsindry<leaning. In addition, polyamide has arelatively low 
fusing point and can be fixed by steam presses. This can be attributed to the fact 
that the water imbibition of the copolyamide used for fusibles and based on 
nylon 6,6.6 and I2 is about twice as high as that of polyamide based on nylon 6 
or 6.6. Due to the swelling, the fusing point is remarkably reduced. It can, of 
course, also be a disadvantage in that the bonding strength, too, is considerably 
reduced by the increased swelling in steam and water, and the resistance, to 
washing is accordingly poorer compared with other adhesives. The ratio of 
blending polyamide 6,6.6 and 12 can, of course, be altered in order to reduce the 
swelling, thus increasing the resistance to washing. At the same time, however, 
the fusing temperature is also increased, so that these polyamides are no longer 
fusible on steam presses but have to be fused on electrically heated presses65.M. 

Polyamide resin, it is claimed70, is very easy to fuse and the fusing 
conditions need not be strictly controlled. The polyamide is thermoplastic and 
the process of fusing can be repeated if necessary. It contains no solvent soluble 
plasticisem and therefore the original handle and stiffness remain almost 
unaffected throughout q e  normal life of a garment. Interlining with polyamide 
adhesive should also apparently not be seriously affected by environmental 
circumstances such as relative humidity and wil l  withstand temperatures of up to 
W C  in dry and steam ironing. Comparatively little polyamide adhesive is 
required to give a good bond and, therefore, other properties of the laminate are 
not adversely affectedm. The biggest disadvantage is the relatively high 
temperature required at  fusing which makes it unsuitable forfusing onto leather, 
fur or water repellent fabrics67. It has limitations as far as washability is 
concerned particularly in the lower temperature melting range and is therefore 
widely used as a dry cleanable resin. Initial high adhesion levels at  low coating 
weights make the resin suitable where the natural handle of the substrate is to be 
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retained, e g hair cloths, lightweight twills, or weft inserted knits for menswear 
interlinings67. 

It also has to be pointed out that the polyamides are the most expensive 
bonding agents for fusibles at present. Copolyamides and most of the other 
adhesives mentioned above are applied either by the spraying, powder point or 
paste point method65-66. 

3.1.3 Copolpen brsed on vinyl chloride lad vinyl ucfrte 

Of great importance ispolyvinylchloride (PVC), espceially in the form of 
an externallv rrlasticised copolvmer with vinyl acetat&'". On this chcmid 
basis, it is &Able to prod& either freely f l o k q  or printable pastes, 
so-called plastisols. Material of this kind enabled the producers for thefirst time 
to manufacture dotcoated fusiblcs on a commercial scale%". 

Plasticized nolvvinvl chloride/acttate cooolvmers havea relativcdcnsitv - - -.- r --2 --, 
of about 1,3 and a melting range bethreen 12OD IWoO@sY. An exact fusing 
point, as demonstrated by polyethylene or polyamide, cannot begivenbecause a 
plastisol is chemically not a uniform substance, hut a blend. A determination of 
melt-index aaordiig to the method described previously is not passibleeither as 
the thermal behaviour and the melt viscosity are severely influenced by the so- 
called gellif~cation process. It can, however, be taken for granted that the gelling 
viscosity depends on the phsticiser or combination of various plasticisers6X". 

Coatings of PVC are marked by a supple hand and a very good resistance 
to laundering and drycleariing'%". It gives an excellent smooth appearance on 
thin sheer fabrics and a good bond to heavily f ~ h e d  or siliconised fabric.61. As 
a result of the abovementioned gelling process, PVC coatkgs can in practice be 
fused only once compared with the other thermoplasts which are fusible several 
timess% ". This fact can either be an advantage or disadvantage to the 
manufacture+% '. 

It is often said that interlioings coated with plasticised PVC have a 
distinctly harsher handle after dry-cleaning because part of the plasticiser is 
extracted by the solvent6% '. This statement is correct as far as the behaviour of 
simple monomer plasticisers is concerned. However, if the vinyl resin is 
plasticised with polymeric plasticisers, the handle of the fused textile will remain 
the same as in the original state even after several dry-cleaning processes. It has 
also been stated that the harshness resultingfrom theextractionof the plasticiser 
is observed only when fused apparel has been washed or dry-cleaned 
immediarely after fusing without G i g  subjected to any mechanicaluse. But it is 
well-known that garments very rapidly loose their "body'and shape by wearing, 
laundering or dry-cleaning but become somewhat stiffer by the partial 
extraction of plasticiser in dry-cleaning. TheYfloppiness" of the apparel caused 
by wearing is thusequalised, and the garment has the same handle and body as in 
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its original state65.66. PVC is generally printed and is both dry-cleanable and 
washable. It is normally used as a body fusible and in some cases for shirt 
C O W Y  

3.1.4 Polyvinyl Acetate 

This adhesive is only of limited imuortance. For fusible oumoses, it is 
supplied with a relative density of 1.1, relaiively high melt indexand a melting 
range between 75O and 90"C*V. One of the few advantagesofpolyvinylacetate 
is its eood resistance to white soirit. Owine to the low fusine ooint. a fastness to 
boiling water cannot be e x p e c k  Even &e resistance to water ib rather poor 
because of the hydrophilic acetate group. Therefore, polyvinyl acetate is only 
used in those cases where a low fusing temperature without special fastness is 
required, for example in the fusing of leather and fur and is also used in 
milline@-'- 66. 

3.1.5 Ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) polymers 

According to the ratio of ethylene to vinyl acetate thesecopolymers have 
a relative density of 0,93 to 0,96%66. Their melt-index ranges from 4 to 50, and 
their softening temperature from 60a to 95°C. EVA copolymers are rarely 
utilised for fusibles hecause of their limited resistance to solvents, hut they have 
an excellent adhesion especially to metal and an outstanding fastness at low 
temperatures. They are the most suitable material for the backcoating of 
moulded carpets used in the-automobile ind~s t ry6~-~~.  

A thermoplast having surprising properties is obtained when an EVA 
copolymer is partially or completely hydrolised, and the vinyl acetate group is 
converted into vinyl alcohol. There is, for example, one product of this kind on 
the market which has a relative density of O,95 and a melt-index of Wat afusing 
temperature of 180°C. This material is not only marked by an excellent 
resistance to perchloroethylene, but also by a surprisingly high fastness to 
laundering which surpasses that of polyamide without exception in spite of the 
water-soluble vinyl alcohol group. Although the material has afairly high melt 
index, it does not strike through because the amorphous part of polyvinyl 
alcohol in the molecule acts as a retarder. Owing to the possibility of certain 
chemical reactions of the hydroxyl group, it is quite imaginable that this 
thermoplast can be further modified by cross?inking and converted intoa semi- 
duroplast by suitable components. Although modified EVA copolymers have 
not been widely used until now, they nevertheless seem to be the most interesting 
thermoplasts of recent years65.a. 
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3.1.6 Other adhesives 

Mention is made of two further adhesives. These are blends of novolac 
and oolwinvl acetate. and olasticised cellulose aceta@L@. Accordine to tests 
carri'ed out, ihe formeihas resistance to washing and dry-cleanin; hut the 
bonding strength is lower than that of other thermoplastic powders. A 
considerable disadvantage seems to be the yellow colour of thepowder,limiting 
its application to those interlinings which are to be fused to dark or close woven 
apparel6s.a. 

Cellulose di- and triacetate have a very high melting range and can only 
be used for fusibles in a highly plasticised state65,". A ratio of 50 to 100% of 
~lasticiser bv mass of resin is auite common. But the freelv flowine oowder is 
bossihly afficted and agglomerates. In sintering, part of the pplasti-r can be 
removed by evaporation~resulting, however,inareductionof fusability. Agreat 
number of olasticisers suitable for cellulose acetate are extractable either bv hot 
water or dj-cleaning solvents. The outlet of cellulose acetate as bonding agents 
for fusibles is thus considerably restricted65.M. CkUulose acetate has a fusing 
temperature range of 120 - 165OC and is both washable and dry-cleanable. It is 
used for a wide variety of body fusiblesM. 

Thermoplastic polyurethane and polyester are also a possibility for the 
futureA@. 

Table V summarises some typical properties of the adhesives just 
discussed6%@. Other article~6~-'0 also list some of the properties of the different 
types of adhesives. 

TABLE V 

PROPERTIES OF FUSIBLE MATERIALW-a 

HD Polyethylene 
LD Polyethylene 
FVA Copolymer! 
hidfd EVA 

Plasticiscd PVC 
Polyamidc 

Repeatable FastaesS to Fastneu to 
Fusing I Dryskaning I Washing 

spirit 
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The most reliable method of identifying an adhesive is selective 
extraction followed by infrared analysis. Besides this method, there are some 
other simple reactions. The so-called Beiistein test using a copper wire will often 
meet the requirements of determining PVC. In the presence of PVC, the copper 
wire shows a green flame colouration. Polyethylene is mostly identified by the 
kerosene-like odour on heating or burning. The good extractability of 
polyamide in low alcohols is frequently used as a determination. Blends of 
different thermoplasts, for example, polyamide, polyethylene and modified 
EVA copolymers - preferably used in the textile industry -are separated by 
extraction in different specific solvents. Polyamide is removed by hot methanol, 
modified EVA copolymers dissolves in hot butyl alcohol, and possible residues 
of polyethylene, & i t  is resistant to alcohol, are extracted in hot toluene. 

Another very simple but not quite reliable method ofdeterminationis by 
means of selected dyest&, which giie a more or leu characteristic colouration. 

3.1.8 Generd 

Table V1 shows some recommendations for the use of different types of 
m a  while Table VII gives the end-use and after care treatment of various 
resins6' .-- --- 

PVC, polyamide and polyethyleneare the adhesives most commonly 
used in the clothing trade today7'. However, polyamide has been developed the 
most, since they can now be fused under numerous conditions and tolerable 
press variations, giving good adhesion to a wide range of fabrics. Dry-cleaning 
does not change the handle or bond strength, moisture does not dfecithe bond; 
no heat or lieht discolourationas occurs with PVCor~olvethvlene. lessad hesive 
is required &d handle is improved. Polyethylene h &I &ten;ively used in 
shirts, blouses, pyjamas etc where high washing temperatures are involved. The 
trend for softer handle and therefore adhesives which give the same bond 
strength at lower coating weight are favoured. Until recently only PVC 
adhesives could produce adequate bond strength and resistance to washing and 
dry-cleaning but now wlvamide based adhesives with a high affinity for 
silkonised &inwear giv; the advantages of a wide range of fusing, handle and 
handle retention during dry-cleaning71. Fusible interli~ngs using a polyamide 
dot resin svstem wil l  not stiffen in subseauent ~ N - c ~ ~ N I I B ~ ~ .  

Thlbe main difficulty found with PVC adhesives E t h a t  the softening 
temperature range is so critical that a few degrees above or below ruins the 
fusing'z. The pressure which had to be exerted during the fusing process 
increased this hazard and the fusing was spoiled by moisture. Polyamide resins, 
on the other hand, weregenerally not as washable as PVC but wereeasier to fuse. 
Polyethylene adhesives form the buIk of the highly washable shirt interlinings. 
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TABLE YI 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE OF ADHESIVES-' 

COATING RESIN TYPE Prem I- 
Poh&lk= 
Lovr density 
Mcd/ High density 
P0l~amidn 

( C ~ p o l y w )  
(Terpolym=O 
P.V.C. 

7 
ux Mcd 
U Med 
xx Mcd 

Mcd 

u x  Very Suitabk u Suitable I .  This is only a general guide, fukr  and more 
x Limitations o Not Recommended precise information is a d b k  fmm 

iodividual manufacfurers. 
2. The handle of a fused laminate is i d -  

by the h i b l c  baw fabricas wen as themin. 
3. Hand irons are only suitabk for t a p  a d  

small areas. 
4. Whcn steam presscs arc used care must be 

taken to ensure adequate steam pmure. 

The use of dot coatings, whetber PVC or polyamide, is almost universal*. 
It is felt37 that there is still only one reliable fusible interlining for highly 

siliconised rainwear and that is PVC. Some adhesives, notably PVC plastisols, 
which are used for several brands of dotted coatings, require accurate fusing 
temperatures (f S°C) but other adhesives, eg. polyamides, a mriation of I& 
20°C will not affect the bonding13. Bonding of most PVC compounds would be 
ruined with s t e m  whereas when fusing a polyamide min, steam has a definite 
advantage. 
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TABLE W 

WHERE & WHY - A RESIN GUIDE@ 

ca* Rain Type: 
A Low Density Polyethykne E Cellulose Acetate Suitabk for thy Clean, 
B Me&um/High Density F Phcoolics Wash, Steam/ Rcss 

Polyethylene 
C Polyamider G Polycsten and 
D P.V.C. Polynrethanes - Not appl~cabk 

H Po& Vmyl Acetate 
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Polyethylene and some other fusibles have anindefite prefusingstorage 
time. PVC, however, will begin to deteriorate in a relatively short time". 
Average plant conditions apparently will not harm fusibles but if temperatures 
exceed 3S°C, the fusing properties will gradually deteriorate. Excessive 
humidity, on the other hand, will not harm the fusibles immediately, but if the 
base fabric has a high moisture content, the resultant fused laminate bond will 
sufferz'. 

3.2 Adhesive Application 

Adhesive is applied to various base fabrics in quantities ranging from 3 
g/mz to 60 g/mZ '4. Less than 15 g/m2 is used for temporary bonding and 
quantities more than 15 g/mZ are suitable for permanent bonding. Most fusible 
interlinings will average between 50 g/mz - 65 g/m2 74. Some important 
properties of fusible polymers and fabrics for two types of applications are 
shown in Table VIIP. 

TAEEE M I  

IMPORTANT PROPERTIES OF FUSIBLE POLYMERS AND FABRICP 

Fusible Polymn 
Particle Size huibution 
Prrseocc of Fmes 
Dry Powder n o w  
Bulk Dcndty 
Moisture Couteut/Static Propensity 
Melt Index/ Softening Range 

Fabric 
Variation in T l k k m r ~  
(bpedau~ Selvage) 
Bow and Skew 
Sensitivity to Tempcrahue/Tension 
Wtdth Variation 
Moisture Content 
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A number of different methods are available for applying adhesives and 
these have been discussed in a number of art i~les~2'2 .67.7 .Y,~ ,7~,3L~1.  The most 
popular of these methods will be discussed briefly. 

3.2.1 Sprinkle o r  scatter or sinter coaling 

Sited powder or granulated hot seal adhesives with grain diameters 
ranging from a minimum of 100 p m to a maximum of 500 Irm, are sprinkled as 
evenly as possible onto the woven or  non-woven interlining fabric and are then 
slightly melted by infra-red heatingl. Ideally, the panicles are distributed over 
the interlining surface on a random basis but some concentration in small areas 
cannot &ways be avoided. For copolyamides, the mass of the coating varies 
from 20 - 30 g/m2, for polyethylene from about 20-50 g/m2. The melting range of 
both adhesives may vary from 9S°C to 12S°C3'. 

Two methods are used to distribute the resin7'. The air doctor methodis 
when the base fabric, which is under tension, isguided over two roUen which are 
connected by a convevor belt. A doctor device distributes the resin accross the 
surface of tl;e fabric, which is then subsequently melted by a heating proms. 
Thii method is onlv used on dense fabrics whichare not sensitive to hieh tension 
and abrasion74. with the powder sprinkling method, the resin powier passes 
through a funnel shaped container onto a cylinder with a surface much like a 
emery cloth. The powder is removed from the cylinder by brushes, so that it falls 
down on the fabric which is carried by an oscillating screen. This method is 
considerably faster and more precise than the air doctor method18.7'. 

The use of sprinkle coated interlinings is limited to small parts, iron-on 
tapes, collars, hat bands and interlinings that are not to be dry-cleaned3'. The 
d&cleaning fastness is generally lowerthan for dots that are distributed in set 
screen-meshes. the handle mostlv hard and less textile-like. the inclination to 
strike-throughhigher, and the d a c e  appearance after fusing irregular. Ofthe 
two aforementioned adhesives, copolyamides achieve comparatively betterdry- 
cleaning fastness than high-pressure polyethylenes. Consequently, sprinkled 
coatings do not meet fully today's demands for dry-cleaning safe front fusing31. 
This is st& the cheapest method but the end result is not scu uniform and 
fIexiblelZM. 

3.2.2 Dot Coating 

Adhesive may be applied to the base cloth in the form of apartemof dots 
by various methodsla. These include? 

1. Rotary screen printing of paste 

2 Rotary screen printing of powder 
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3. N ~ d l e  penetration method 

4. Application of a split film net 

5. Engraved roUer printing of paste 

6. Engraved roUer printing of powder. 

The most popular of these is powder point printing with engraved roUers 
and paste screen printing. 

Powder point (dry dot coating) 

For this type of coating, powder adhesives of a grain diameter ranging 
from approx 60 km to maximum 200 ,#mare printed onto woven, warp knitted 
or weft knitted interlinings, with mostly copolyamides and low pressure 
polyethylene powder-". Depending on the desired end-use, copolyamides with 
different melting points are used. For instance, leatherandfurscallfor a melting 
point ranging between 60°C to 9WC, while l W C  to  lZ°C  is usual for men's 
and women's wear. As yet, low-pressure polyethylenes printed in screen mesh 
form with a melting point of 13WC are used only for shirt cuffs and collars". 

Resin powder from a carefully selected particle range is doctored onto an 
engraved roller filling the engraved holes'5. The interlining base cloth passes 
over a heated roller and then against the engraved roller. Heat transferred 
through the cloth from the infra-red heated roller partially, and in some cases 
fuUy, melts the resin which then adheres to the cloth. Oven heating is often 
provided after the printing operation to ensure that the resin is fuUy fluxed and 
has adhered to the base cloth satisfactorily. Engravings are generally 35 to 120 
dots/ 10 cm depending on the application required and heat and pressure of two 
rollers is carefully controlled for every resin type used. Finer fabrics generally 
require interlinings with smaller dots in high concentrations whereas heavier 
fabrics need larger dots to give a satisfactory bondM. 

The applied quantities for copolyamides vary from 10 to Zg/m2andfor 
low-pressure polyethylene from 22 to 30 glm2 ". 

Powder dot is apparently the most popular coating and creates a soft, 
textile handle after fusing, achieves a fully dry-cleaning proof bond and can be 
applied in almost aU sectors of the garment industries'l. The often somewhat 
difficult assembly of the cut interlinings and the cut parts of outer fabrics, and 
the fact that strike-through can sometimes also occur, are the disadvantages. 
Occasionally, edge welding may occur when cutting the interlinings. Also, the 
bond may weaken noticeably during the first 48 hours after fusing or dry- 
cleaning. This, however, can be remedied by additional fusing3'. The main 
advantage of this method is that no compounding is necessaw. 
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Paste dotting (screen printing) 

Fine resin powder fractions (0-80 p m) are mixed with water and various 
wetting and suspending agents to form a smooth paste. The paste is then screen 
printed in dot form onto woven, non-woven, warp knit and weft knit fabrics". 
The mesh used is mostly regular. The aqueous copolyamide paste, or PVC- 
plastisol that also contains a softener. is forced through the mesh of the screen 
onto theinterlining. Underthe influen&ofhot airand rnfra-red heat, the printed 
dots dm and sinter onto the interlinine surface]'..". About 53 dots/cm2 is 
normalG. For this process, the adhesives &n easily be modified with app;opriate 
additives]&.". This method gives precisely shaped dots and is used particularly to 
produce finer print dots used in shirt collar top fusibles%M. 

The melting point for copolyamide-based adhesives can range from 6S0 
to 120°C. depending on the intended end-use". Interlinings of this type are 
available foraU applications, whereas PVC-plastisol coated articles with melting 
points of about 100°C are mainly limited to rainwear. The applied quantities 
vary between 12 and 28 g/mZ for copolyamides based adhesives and are 
considerably higher, at M g/m2, for PVC-plastisol3'. 

The paste dot coating necessitates particularly careful printing 
preparations of the interlining surface and is now used less often than powder 
dot coatingsf'. The handle after fusing is slightly harder than with powder dot 
coating. Special advantages are: the cut interlinings can easily and rapidly be 
placed onto the outer fabric pieces, the tendency to strike-through is reduced, 
and the bond does not weakenafter fusing or dry-cleaning. Another advantage is 
that the adhesive pastes can be adapted easily to any desired fusing condition. 
Consequently, paste dot coatings on copolyamide basis offer safe results that 
reduce to a minimum the formation of bubbles and the weakening ofthe bond". 

The use of screen printing with PVC-plastisol is decreasing steadily". 
Although the interlinings, mainly used for rainwear, initially show a soft, textile 
handle after fusing, several disadvantages are involved: during fusing, the 
evaporation of the softening agents produces an unpleasant odour; due to the 
large amount of adhesive paste needed, strike-through occurs frequently and 
only moderate bondiig is achieved; the most serious deiiciencies appear only 
after dry-cleaning; although the bond is strengthened, the handle becomes 
considerably stiffer, the garments are highly prone to creasing, and it is not 
possible to re-fuse after dry-cleaning; the adhesive cannot be re-activatedll. 

3.2.3 Other methods 

Other methods include preformed systems, extrusion laminating, hot 
melt coating, emulsion coating, spray coating and double coating. 

Double coatingfirst became known under Kufner's brand name'Double- 
spot?'. For this latest type of coating, every single dot consists of two 
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superimposed layers of adhesives with different properties. During fusing, the 
dot shaped base layer operates as a barrier and prevents strike-back through the 
interlining. It forces the top layer of the individual dot to form a strong bond 
with the outer fabric. The base layer flows a little, if at aU, while the top layer 
melts easily to facilitate fusing. With this sort of coating (double coating) not 
only can strike-through be avoided, but fusing conditions can be expanded to 
cover a wide range without effecting hand and bond fastness signif~cantly. Even 
for fabrics that are difficult to fuse, such as heavily silicone treated poplin for 
rainwear, almost the same bond fastness is achieved as for other fabrics. The 
production techniques are naturally more complex than for other coatings. In 
general, a second layer is applied onto the base screen-printed dot before or after 
it has dried, either by the powder sprinkling method or as a liquid film by roller. 
With the sprinkled powder method, superfluous powder is released later from 
the intermediate space. When a roller is used, only the peaks of thebasedotsare 
dipped into liquid adhesive fdm. The coating is suitable for any kind of 
interlining fabric, including non-wovens. Again, the adhesives are mainly based 
on copolyamide, but lately special polymers have been used that are resistant to 
water and steam and only begin melting at 130°C. That means that they are not 
re-activated in subsequent ironing/pressing operations, nor do they show any 
tendency to re-fuse on the reverse side of the interlining, or suffer a change in 
handle. The quantities of adhesives vary between 15 and 28 glmz. The range of 
applications covers all types of textile garments, but double coatings have been 
specially successful in the particularly difficult field of water repellent silicone 
treated rainwear fabrics. Lapels are also particularly favoured for coating 
multi-range interlinings for men's and women's wear since they equalize 
differences in temperature caused by the variation of thickness between coat-tail 
and shoulder areas". 

Hot melt is similar to paste printing except that molten resin is printed 
onto the backing fabric. The system requires resins that are viscous a t  low 
temperature having good thermal s tabi tp l .  

Pwformed fusible net is a web of resin dots with thin interconnecting 
filaments4l. The web is fixed to the fabric backing by heat and pressure. This 
results in shrinkage or contraction of the interconnecting filaments into the resin 
dot4I. 

Spray coating is a random coating method resulting in a cob web like 
deposit resin on base cloth4f.14. This can be done with molten adhesive or from 
solvent system+. 

Net film cootina is used primarily for fusibles on shirt collars and cuffs". 
A thermoplastic foil Eappliedio the b&e fabric in a continuous motion as it is 
formed. i h e  foil is then welded to the fabric as it passes through hot rollerand 
cooling zones. The interlining results in a hard and stiff handle witha laminate of 
low permeability. 
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3.3 Other Aspects 

3.3.1 Huting14 

Powdered resins are normally fixed by fusion in infra-red heated 
c h a ~ e l s  with stationary air. If the melting point of the resin is between 160°C 
and 180°C, a heating zone length of about 30% to 50% of the workiig speed in 
mlmin is the most satisfactory. UsuaUy 20 to 30 s are available for fixing the 
powder. 

In the case of spraying, it is usual to evaporate the solvent and this is 
performed in air or infrared heated drying channels. 

3.3.2 Particle size 

For scatter coating. powders with a particle si7e between 200and 350 p m 
or 300 and 500 u m. deoendine on the structure and weieht of textile material. . . 
are used6G. Powders ;f this Cind are usually produced Gy grinding on special 
mills, sometimes by using liquid nitrogen as cooling agent. A broad range of 
particulars is obtained subsequently and has to be divided into the required 
particle sizes by passing through sieves. As a ground powder rarely has a shape 
like a globe but is more or less anisotropic, a certain proportion of larger or 
smaller particles are always obtained, too6%". Very fine powders for paste 
coating are often produced by precipitation from solvents@. This process tends 
to give more spherical and uniformly sized particles hut the process is more 
expensive than grindinp. 

For the powder point process, a particle size between 80and 200 fl m is 
most suitable because the stencils of the rotary screen printing machine have a 
thickness of 200 to 300 p m  and theengraved printing rolls have an average 
engraved depth of 300 pm65~". Powder with a particle sire of less than 80 b m 
would dust off and easily escape out of the agglomerate of the printed but not yet 
fixed powder point. Acoarserpowder on the other hand would fill thecavities of 
the printing roll only randomly thus resulting in an irregular add-on65.a. 

For the preparation of printing pastes, special minute and globular 
powders are neeessary65a. The optimum particle size lies in the range between 15 
and 30 pm, a small proportion may have a diameter up to 60 pm . Coarser 
particles yield pastes with bad running behaviouflx66. Therefore, particle size 
fractions of the various polymers used have to be carefully selected@. 

For powder or sinter coating, the particle size of the resin powder is an 
important factor - too large particles leads to an enlarged bonded area and 
stiffness in isolated areas whereas too small a particle result sinanaccumulation 
of resin within the fabric structure and also leads to stiffening". 
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Table M gives some details of certain methods of coating interlinings". 
Fine fabrics (eg silks, cottons and cotton mixtures) are likely to have a better 
appearance when fused with a dot than with a sintered coated interlining76. The 
reason for this is that the =sin is regularly deposited forming a more uniform 
bond whereas the sintered coated interlining may well have slightly heavier 
coating mass in different places. However, sintered interliniigs are much 
cheaper'b. Continuous coated fusibles give a high bond strength, but result in 
stiffening and are used mainly in shirt collars and cuffs and belts which can take 
advantage of the stiffness properties4'. Dot coating can be developed to have 
little or no effect on the base fabric, so handle,aesthetinand crease recoveryare 
unaffected and asa result it is the most im~ortant method ofcoahe todav". For 
shirt interlinings, low pressure polyethy&ne dot coating is almoskhe idy safe 
way to guarantee fastness to washing and boiling, air permeability and a textile 
handle3i. 

- - 

Although non-woven scatter coatedfusibles are cheaper, they apparently , 
do not provide the optimum in such desirable properties as handle, drape and 
performance=. Scatter coated fusibles have been claimed to be more tolerant of 
process variations thanprintedfusibles but very little difference in bond strength 
consistency, handle and wear performance have been encounteredu. 

CHAPTER4 
FUSING PROCESS 

4.1 Methods 

The positioning of the interlining and face fabric influences the fusing 
conditions &d hence the press setting required to give the recommended glue 
line temperature77. The diiferent methods are? 

1. Single fusing which is with the interlining on top of the face fabric. 

2. Reverse f i n g ,  the converse of single fusing. 

3. Sundwich fusing. Two laminatesarefused inoneoperation,commonly with 
the outer fabrics on the outside and the fusible interlining in the middle. The 
heat capacity increases and therefore the fusing conditions need to be 
adjusted. 

4. Double fusing. Two fusible interlinings are fused to a face fabric in one 
operation eg chest piece areas of jacket. In this case there is also a @to 
adjust the fusing conditions. 
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Reverse fusing advantages include": 

1. An adequate bond is produced at lower pressure because the adhesive is 
drawn into the outer fabric. 

2. Less chance of "stxike-back.. 

Conventional (single) fusing advantages" are: 

I. Less chance of "strike-throughO. 

2. Less likely to produce dye fading in the outer fabric. 

3. Since the heat transfer properties of the interlining are known, it is possible 
to specify the fusing conditions. 

4. The interlining is usually thinner than the outer fabric. Therefore the fusing 
time wil l  be less. 

Progress in fusing methods have been reportedl21 to be in the direction of 
multizolurl interlinings (eg the chest area of a one piece interlining is made 
heaiier than the lower parts to give additional support in that area instead of a 
separate chest piece) and double laminote fusing in the chest area (eg fusing of a 
chest piece directly on top of the main body interlining). Care must be taken in 
the latter case that suitable interlining materials are used, eg knitted or specially 
designed non-woven fusibles. The didvantage is that the chest tends to-beabit 
flaner'21. Multiloyer fusing is not popularwith fusible interlining manufacturers 
because of temperature variations which can exist (and as a result affect bond 
strength) as the heat penetrates the various With sandwich fusing, 
although two parts can be fused at the same time, laying up of the parts is 
difficult and strike-through can cause parts to stick togetherl2'. It has been 
suggested'" that the possibility of combing the lining and interlining into one 
sandwich fused component should be investigated. 
4.2 Fusing conditiom 

4.2.1 Fusing Press 

A very wide selection of fusing presses are available on the market, either 
of the tray press ( f i t  bed) type or of the continuous type, each with their 
advantages and disadvantages and end-uses. Table X lists some of the 
general advantages and disadvantages of eachl". A number of articles~lX-la 
describe some of the dierent fusing presses and compare their different 
features. 
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TABLE X 

THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF BOTH TRAY AND 
CONTINUOUS FUSING MACHINES90 

Tray Fusing Preses 

Advantages Disadvantages 

I. Low maintenance cosks 1. Fixed size 

2. Applied Temperature very 2. Can affect heat sensitive fibres 
nearly equals resin melt 
temperature 

3. calculable fusing times 3. Enforced machine waiting times 

4. Specific pressure simply 
adjusted 

5. Simple quality checks 

6. Flexibility in loading and 
unloading devices 

7. Cooling devices simple to fit 

8. Flexibility of positioning 
Con6inuolls Machines 

Advantages Disadvantages 

I. No enforced machine waiting 1. High maintenance costs 
time . - 

2 Kinder to heat sensitive fibres 2. Applied temperatures must be 
much higher than resin melt 
temperature 

3. M i t e  length 3. Difficult engineering of 
cooling devices 

4. Stacking devices required 
complicative engineering 

5. @ality checks difficult 

6. Calculation of speciiic pressure 
difficut 

7. Impose rigid work flow 
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In selecting a fusing press, the important points to consider are's: 

(a) Built-in safeguards to prevent loss of heat 

(b) Ability to maintain constant and equal heat over the whole fusing area 

(c) Ability to ensure even pressure at  every part. 

To eliminate possible fusing problems, it is advisable to purchase a good 
fusing press, especially for large areafusingm. However, there are comparatively 
simple and inexpensive presses which would beadequate for small part fusing of 
garments with short wear-life78. 

The variables involved in the fusing machine are: 

1. Temperature of heaters in the machine. 

2. Time of fusing. 

3. Pressure on the fabric. 

4.2.2 Temperature 
The bonding process can be illustrated with the aid of the bond strength 

vs glue line temperature curve in Fig 112. No bonding occurs until the resin 

f - 
E 
t z - 
E 

GLUE LINE TEMPERA'NRE 

Fig. 1 - Glue-line temperature vspeel strength 
(schematic) 
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attains a temperature near its melting range (section A). As melting occurs, the 
m i n  viscosity decreases, and it begins to flow into the fabric so that bonding 
can occur. As the glue line temperature continues to increase, resin viscosity 
continues to decrease, resin flow subsequently increases, leading to a stronger 
bond (section B) until a maximum bond strength is achieved (Section C). 
Further temperature rises lead to further movement of the resin which can lead 
to objectionable resin strike-back and strike-through which reduces the bond 
strength (Section D). The shape of the curve will naturally vary with different 
resin and fusing conditions'2. 

The strength of the bond between the interlining and the outer fabric 
depend on the temperature attained by tbe adhesive i e the temperature a t  the 
interface between the interlining and the odter fabric termed the nlue line 
remperarurel9. If the temperature is too low there would be inadequate 
snreadine of adhesive at the interface and if the ternnerature is too hieh there 
would bgexcessive flow of the adhesive away from tie interface, bothcausing 
lower bond strengthsl9.". There is, therefore, an optimum glue line temperature 
for maximum bond strengthR21. Results show that a wide range of glue line 
temperatures exist when fusing cloths of different masstunit area and between 
fusGg through the outer fabric and through the interlining. In one particular 
case, an optimum glue line temperature of 1400C was found for a particular 
interlining (Staflex S24 PVC adhesive) producing maximum bond strengths'q. 
The time to reach the glue line temperature and the air line pressure were of 
secondary importance and the effects depended on the nature of the outer fabric 
and the interlining used'9. 

The temperature of the press determines the glue line temperature and it 
is important that this is within specified limits, depending on the adhesive, in 
order to produce a laminate with adequate bond strength and optimum 
stiffnewla. 

The bond apparently becomes more permanent (generally) as the 
temperature is increased but high temperatures may result in dye sublimation or 
even yellowing24. Fora press that heats from onesideonly, press bucksshould be 
heated to temwraturcs of 20to 300Chieher than that reouired for bondinesince - - 
the passage of heat through outer fabric or interlining can lead to temperature 
losses of 15 to 20°C (see 2y4. 

Elsewhere it has been stated that it is usual to set the press about 10°C 
higher than the required final glue line temperature so that the time to reach the 
final glue lineis not ex~essive (e g a  final glue line temperature of 140°C would be 
obtained by setting the press at l W C  for a fusing time of 15 s)". 

The usual temperature range for fusing (press temperature) will be 
between 150 to 1600 C and this is considered a safe upper S i t  for most fabrics6'. 
Synthetic fibre fabrics will, however, sometimes shrink excessively a t  this 
temperature61. 

- 
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Fig. 2 - m e  drop in temperature during fusing 
according to whether the heat is 
transferred from the top or bottom 
platen. 

Glue line temperature is subject to a number of variables": 

1. Type of resin system. 

2. Type of equipment being employed for fusing. 

3. The individual substrate characteristics of the chosen interfusing. 

4. The fabrics being fused. 

Some manufacturen a? convinced that greater production results if 
shorter fusing cycles with hlgher temperatures are employed. However, 
production rate depends upon the operator's speed and eff1ciencyl4J and often 
the extreme temperature which fabrics can be subjected to can have injurious 
effects (e g excess shrinkage, discolouration, strike-through etc)l" Work study 
of the loading is suggested7'. The pressure applied must be suffcient to 
adequately drive the resin into the outer fabric but must not cause strike-through 
or a chanm in handle14. 

w&ner79 discussed the importance of temperature and pressure in fusing 
(trav ores). When fusine takes olace. the heat is transferred from the heated . L L  . 
plate through the 1ayen"of the'unit'and consequently th& is a descending 
temperatu~curve depending on the conductivity bf thehifierent layen (see Fig 
3). Wagner recommends that the bottom plate be heated by steam and that the 
plate coven should be as thin as possible but must remain even. Better heat 
trdnsfer is apparently obtained by heating the bottom rather than the top plate 
but this increases the risk of strike-throueh. Warmer has recommended certain - - 
temperature and pressure control systems79. 

AU fibres contain moisture, natural fibres considerably more than 
synthetics, and during fusing some retained moisture will be ~ka.Sed affecting 
the temperatnfl. Atmospheric conditions prevailing in the factory and 
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therefore storage conditions of top fabrics and interlining are imponant. Each 
fabric has a different thermal capacity and this depends on fibre type, fabric 
thickness, fabric construction and surface characteristics80. 

Studies on a flat bed press with the upper head electrically heated proved 
that a certain period is required for beat to penetrate the interlining with the glue 
line temperature approaching the head temperature as mptotically, althou* it 
never actually attains the head temperaturex2. In ad%ion, the use of vanous 
pressure and types 6f backing fabrics has a marked effect upon heat 
transmission. The following equation has been derived for relating the 
temperature of the glue line (TG ), the buck (TB ) and the head (TH ) to the 
fabric and the time cycle (t): 

d A  t 
The rate of heat transfer is given by - = - 

dt 
kt 

and by substitution and integration: 

where k is a constant proportional to the insulation value of the interliningt2. 
The type of heating elements and their position in the press are 

importantsl. The actual temperature must be close to the thermostat setting and 
the thermostat must control the setting within a limited range. The position of 
the elements must be such to minimise heat losss'. The heat capacity of materials 
used on the presses (Teflon sheeting on flat-bed presses or belts on continuous 
presses) must be taken into consideration when setting temperature. Methods of 
measuring the temperature are with a pyrometer or thermopapers, the latter 
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being the only effective way on continuous pressesal. Thermopapers, however, 
only indicate the maximum temperature and do not show possible variations in 
temperature7'. 81. 

Precision heat controls and uniform heat are of the utmost importance 
and in some instances steam should be introduced to speed the action and to 
cause a cross-linking between the two materials76. 

In principle, the best working conditions to attain the same adhesive 
temperature, irrespective of clotb type, are those where the head and buck 
working surfaces are at the same temperature and the fusing time is sufficiently 
long for the adhesive to reach this temperature25. In practice, however, it is 
preferable to have the platen adjacent to the cloth at a lower temperature (5 to 
10°C lower than the other) thus eliminating any risk of thermal damage25. 

Maintaining the required pressure and temperature evenly throughout 
the press is apparently the most difficult problem in fusing'3. Pressescan loose 
heat in a number of ways: 

(a) As the press is opened. 

(b) Evaporation of moisture in outer cloth. 

(c) Moisture accumulation in damp pressing pads. 

(d) Cooler bucks, trays or conveyors moving into the heated area. 

(e) Damp or cold cloth which is being fused. 

Excessive temperature should be avoided since excessive drying tends to 
give a harsh handle'3. Excess heat also causes the resin to deteriorate and reduces 
its mechanical strengths2. A relatively steep rise of temperature on the interlining 
and outer fabric will cause a "shock" heating up which can lead to a considerable 
increase in shrinkage of the laminate and strike-back on very light 
interlining~83~. It can also result in variations in bonding when sandwichfusing. 
To eliminate these disadvantages, Meyer has produced the RPS continuous 
fusing press which have two heating zones. After the first heating zone, pre- 
fusing is effected by means of intermediate press rollers. Final fusing then takes 
place in the second heating area followed by the mainfusingrollers. By means of 
the longer heating zone, slower and more careful warming up is obtained, 
avoiding the "shock" of rapid increases in temperature. The shrinkage results 
found for this system equal those of a tray fusing press. Furthermore, they have 
introduced a Variotherm programme system on which the heating curve can be 
pre-set (Fig 4). A slowly rising temperature a t  the early stage witha littlesteeper 
at a later stage prevents the danger of penetration of certain types of interlining. 
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Fig. 4 - Heat-up curves on the RPS unit, 
variotherm system 

Fabrics which are difficult to warm-up, and consequently difficult to fuse, would 
require a steep rise in temperature at an early stage. Sandwich fusing of different 
heights of garments at uniform fusing settings require a fairly steep rise of 
temperature at the beginning and thena more moderatecurve83-w. Elsewhere24it 
has been stated that preheating before the fusing stage results in shorter 
application of heat for a required glue-line temperature. 

Electrical heating is virtually the only kind used infusingpressesbecause 
of easy regulationz4. Radio frequency heating has also been used for welding 
fusible systems". ~ltr&on& isanother method which has received some 
attention". 

The need for thermostats on aU presses to be correctly set by 
manufacturers is emphasized by Dorkin and Chamberlainas. For a given dial 
setting, it was found that the actual temperature reached by the sample depended 
on the time that the press was closed and only after periods of 60 s or more does it 
approximate that shown on the dial. In all the presses examined, they found 
variation in temperature from point to point over the buck area to lie within 
what may be considered normal commercial limitsss. 

To avoid delaminationinsubsequent fmish pressing or pressing after dry- 
cleaning or laundering, the initial fusing should occur at temperatures higher 
than the garment will be subjected to in steam pressing at any subsequent time3. 
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4.2.3 Pressure 

Pressure is applied to the parts being fused to ensure? 

1. intimate contact between fusible interlining and outer fabric 

2. adequate heat transfer 

3. controlled even penetration of the resin into the outer fabric. 

To test the pressure, the bond strength of a number of samples fused in 
different positions over the whole area of the press, should be testedsl. The range 
of pressure recommended for most fusible interlinings is in the order of 14-28 
kPa at the bucks'. 

Dorkin and Chamberlainss carried out extensive studies on the 
temperature and pressure variables on a number of flat bed presses. They 
concluded that the pressure exerted on a sample in a flat bed fusing press is a 
variable quantity depending on the sample (area, thickness and compressibility) 
and the fusing press (compressibility cladding, flatness of the head and buck 
surfaces and its variation with temperature). Pressure applied to normal size 
samples (700-800 ins2 or twojacket fronts) was found to rarelyexceed 17kPa (2,5 
Ibs/insZ) but on smallersamples (thoseused for test purposes) may be three times 
as greats'. 

Fusing pressures used are usually less than 28 kPa (4 lbs/insz) although 
higher pressure may be desirable for fusible shirt linings. For solid platen presses 
the approximate actual pressure on the fabric is given byla: 

Actual pressure = Nominal pressure + mt (1-R) 

where Nominal pressure = Force applied to press+area of platen and 
m = compressive modulus of press clothing 

t = thickness of fabric to be fused 

R = ratio of area of fabrics to area of platen. 

Experiments showed that for typical values. the actuul pressure is likely 
to be about 50% higher than the nominulpressureI8. The pressure of head on to 
the buck is the vital factor and not the air line in the& of: tray type 
pressT3. The former can be calculated from the air line pressure: 

air line pressure x area of ram cylinder 
Fusing pressure = 

fusing area 
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There is a certain relationship between pressure and the flow properties 
of adhesives as well as the nature of the cloth surface, since adhesion is 
dependent on the penetration of the adhesive into the interstices of fabric and 
yam74s6. If the adhesive flows freely at the fusing temperature, pressure need not 
be high. Similarly, if the material has an open surface or isabsorbent, pressure 
can also be fairly low. The position is, however, reversed if the flow point of the 
adhesive is high and the surface of the materialis smooth. If the fabric hasa hairy 
of fibrous surface adhesion will be difficult since the fibres tend to hold the resin 
away from the base cloth7%86. However, it is always preferable to avoid excessive 
pressure since it drives all the moisture from the cloth and hardens the handle. 
rime is related to pressure and temperature to the extent that if fusing time is 
lengthened pressure may be lightened and this is usually required for more 
delicate fabrics and those with a piles6. 

When fusing, heat can reach the adhesive through the interlining 
(conventional) or through the outer fabric (reverse)". For reverse fusing, lower 
mechanical pressure is said to be required and adhesion formed by theflowing of 
the adhesive gives a stronger bond. The low pressure is also claimed to minimise 
the flattening of yam, reduce shine and avoid strike-back. The disadvantages are 
considered to be that there is more chance of strike-through and each cloth 
would require a different time and pressure for fusing according to its mass and 
porosity. Pressure and time can apparently be standardised better by passing 
heat through the interlining first7X87. 

Excessive pressure will increase the stiffness of the laminate" and thins 
the glue line causing "strike back" resulting in a weak bond and unpleasant feels'. 
Uneven pressure and temperature causes a patchy bondsz. 

Pressure is apparently not as important for good bond strength as 
temperature and time, but has a considerable influence on evenness of 
adhesion24. Parts varying in size experience different pressures because pressure 
decreases as the area of contact increases24. 

The pressure is influenced by the cladding, hard claddigrequiringlower 
pressures than soft cladding71. Silicone rubber has been found t o  be a good 
compromise. With increased fusing time, pressure can decrease and this is 
usually required for more delicate fabrics and those with a pile7]. 

Pressure does provide better bonding but there appears to be two 
responses depending on the fabric'2. With compressible fabrics, increasing the 
pressure may result in moderate increases in original bond strength; as high 
pressures are approached, however, this effect may disappear. W ~ t h  relatively 
uncompressible fabrics, the effect of pressure a t  the lower levels is even less 
significant and actually may reverse at higher pressures. This is probably the 
result of the resin being squeezed from the interface and possible modificationof 
capillary movement of the molten resin within the fabric by the elevated 
temperature12. Excessive pressure can also have a marked effect on resinstrike- 
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back and strike-through and on fabric stiffnesslz. 
The simplest a i d  most practical way to measure uniformity is to  fuse an 

interlining to aface fabric of sufficient size as to cover the whole fusingarea of 
the omsm. Theadhesive streneth between the fabric olies is then measud  ona - 
number of strips cut from this piece so that a picture can be built up of adhesive 
levels attained over the whole fusing aream. 

The problems which can arise on flat bed presses are insufficient air from 
compressor, scissor type press not closing properly, warped metal buck, worn 
padded bucks etcsl. On continuous presses, debris often becomes trapped 
between the belts and the rollers causing uneven pressure and roUer wear can 
also result in uneven pressure. The actual pressure applied in continuous fusing 
presses by the roller system is not only a function of air pressure applied to the 
cylinders but also the diameter of the rollers and the shore hardness and 
thickness of the rubber covering usedug. 

4.2.4 T i e  

The time cycle used for fusing depends on the type of interlining and resin 
used, the type of application, the nature of the outer fabricand the type of fusing 
equipment being usedgl. 

The recommended fusing time for most fusibles is between 7 - I2 s, 10 s 
being the most commodl. High temperatures with shorter times are likely to 
have an adverse effect on fabrics and uncontrolled fast flow resin with possible 
strike-through. Slower fusing times allow temperature variations to even out67. 

Although limited temperatures are achieved, fusing by steam press, 
apparently requires less time toachieve themanimumglue line temperature(2-3 
s) and is little affected bv fabric mass. thickness or thermal insulation ~rovided 
the fabric is sufficiently porousn. ~ o k e v e r ,  plasticisation of some res& by the 
moisture present in steam is a problemu. 

The fabric density factor (masslunit area of fabric x fabric. thickness) 
was found to influence the time for maximum peel strength when fusing through 
the fabric. The greater the density factor, the longer the time requiredss. 

4.2.5 Cooling 

Two methods of cooling exist -parts are laid out on conveyor belt or 
frame suffieently long to  cool down or passed over a vacuum table to effect the 
coolinga9. ~ e f o r e  a fu;ed laminate is rer@vedfrom the p rw,  it must be cooled to 
a temperature below the softening point of the adhesivesg. If handled too soon, 
deformation (fingerprints) can occur and remain permanently shaped into the 
laminate especially when using light&& fabrics11.1z.z1.41.89. Some resins which 
undergo a crystallisation process may require several hours at room temperature 
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in order to develop their maximum bond strength and durabilitylz. Thorough 
cooling of the parts after fusing can, therefore, be very important for evenness of 
bond strength. Parts which are subjected to irregular movements while hot have 
bezn found to have a third of the usual bond strength at these pointsu. 

A fusing press should contain a cooling device which must be capable of 
reducing the temperature of the fused assemblies to approximately 2 P C  
without affecting the productivity of the fusing machinew. Little change in 
productivity is however likely to occur at this temperature%. 

4.3 Strike-through and strike-back 

Strike-through is the accidental forcing or flow of adhesive through the 
outer cloth particularly on lightweights73. Excess pressure is usually the cause. 
Strike-back is the accidental forcing or flow of the adhesive to  the hack of the 
interlining73. When this occurs the adhesive will be transferred to the head of the 
press and contamination results when fusing c~nvent ional ly~~.~~.  

Heat may be passed to the glue line either through the interlining 
(conventional) o r  through the outer fabric (reverse) o r  from both sides. There is 
controversy about which is the best of the former methods, the argument being 
based on the theory that theadhesive will tend toflowtowards orawayfromthe 
hot side. 

Fusing with heat through the cloth (i e reverse fusing) is claimeds8 to 
make use of the natural properties of an adhesivecausingit to flow into the back 
of the cloth (i e it initially softens slowly, then meltsand wicks by capillary action 
towards the heat source). Low pressure conditions are needed which minimises 
the flattening of yam and so reduces shine. The laminate is said to have a 
substantial loft. When heat is applied through the interlining (i e conventional 
fusing), the spot of resin becomes heated first and any wicking action will occur 
back into the interlining. It is therefore necessary to go to the point where the 
adhesive becomes sufficiently soft to allow it to be squeezed into thecloth under 
high load. Low loading also allows steam (driving out of moisture in fibre) to 
escape more easily and the coUecting of water in hollow parts or in the cladding is 
avoided and the rate of temperature is not affected". 

Fus~ngwith the heat through the clothissaid%" tobeunrealisticsince the 
outer fabric is in contact with the hottest platen and this increases the risk of 
inducing deleterious thermal effects e g colour change, surface distortion, etc. It 
is felt that the adhesion between fusibles and outer cloth is almost eniirely 
brought about by physical entanglement of the melted adhesive and the yams 
and fibres of the cloth, under the influence of pressm and temperatureu. If 
heating is taking place through the interlining, there is a probability that the 
outer fabric (which is now at  the bottom) will not he heated sufficiently for the 
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adhesive to flow into its. Therefore, the adhesive might flow back into the 
interlining and cause strike-back. It is suggested that heatingfrom bothsidesis 
the best s0lution2~. 

On a tray fusing press, heating from the "head"of thefusingpress,strike- 
back rather than strike-through is likely to occur because the adhesive will flow 
towards the hotter side9'. W ~ t h  this type of fusing the heat is next to the 
interlining and, therefore, there is less chance of damaging the outer fabric. If, 
however, the heating is done from below, i e through the outerfabric,apparently 
a better bond is achieved because the adhesive will tend to flow into the outer 
fabrics as this is the hotter side, reducing the likelihood of strike-back9t. 

Lighter fabrics used by the dress and blouse trade are in greaterdanger of 
adhesive strike-through than heavier fabrics and are often quite delicate and 
easily damaged by high temperatures especially synthetics38. Knitted ouier 
fabrics require fusibles which move with the knitted structure yet holding it firm 
where needed e g front edges". 

A methodof testinithe strike-back which might occur during fusing has 
been proposed67. It is recommended that a piece of the laminate be folded over 
on toitself and pressed on a steam press maximum pressure. A quantitive 
measure of the strike back can thenbe obtained by peeling the two layers apart as 
in a bond strength test. The test is said to be very severe hut can be useful as a 
guide6'. 

4.4 General Comments 

A very comprehensive guide to the quality control of fusing has been 
published by BIMA92. A trouble shooting guide is presented in a number of 
articlesv3-%. An information sheet by the Clothing Institute gives some of the 
main causes of difficulties during fusing and indicates ways in which thesecan be 
detected and overcome'M. 

A Canadian fm maintains98 that a Quality Check Chart on fusing 
conditions should be fded in regularly and this must include: 

1. Bond peel strength several times a day. 

2. Check temperature of fusing press at least twice a day. 

3. Dry-cleaning test on sample to check bond after drycleaningat least oncea 
day. 

4. Check evenness of pressure a t  least once a week. 

5. Cleaning of the buck and head coven to remove excess fusing agents once 
daiiy. 
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Advice on what conditions and properties to check before fusing have 
been discussed in another article*. A number of fusing quality and production 
procedures have also been Listed by Union Special'. 

When fusing onto knitted fabrics, it is important t o  consider the 
following characteristics of the knit fabrics?. 

2. Tendency to cause laddering and material yam breakage. 

3. Tendency to change in appearance during fusing process. 

4. Directionality. 

5. Crease recovery. 

6. Washability. 

Due to its structure, poplin is difficult to fuse particularly when highly 
siliconised for water repeIlent properties, and adequate results cannot be 
obtained with normal fusible interlinings'Q1. Moygashel, harsh worsteds, 
polyester and wonted mixtures are also apparently difficult to fuse76. 

To eliminate soiling of the press it has been suggesteds9 that interlinings 
are cut 5 mrn smaller than the part to be fused. The recommended fusing 
conditions for a number of lightweight fusible interlinings of different 
manufacturers are given in a Table's. Figs 5 - 7 show temperature vs timecurves 
for the fusing of three Staflex grades of fusible interlinings'Q2. Illustrated are the 
safety zones for good fusing'Q2. Methods for calibrating a flat bed press and a 
continuous press have been given'% Two other articles9Q.'0*deal with the whole 
fusing process in general. 

In conclusion therefore, failures in fusing can be divided into several 
main headingslQ3. 

(a) Incorrect selection of interlining quality. 

(b) Incorrect choice of outer fabric. 

(c) Incorrect operation of the fusing press. 
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CHAPTER 5 

LAMINATE PROPERTIES 

5.1 Pb y s i d  Properties 

The properties of the laminate will naturally depend on the properties of 
the outer fabric and the interlinmg, the type and application of adhesiveand the 
fusing conditions. 

The properties of interlinings should only be evaluated after they'have 
been fused42. However, testing the properties of the actual lining will s e ~ e  as a 
guideline for the selection of suitable types of interlining for various garments. 
The composition of the outer fabric should serve as a guide for the choice of 
interlining as well, e g fibre type, special f&hes, structure. The most important 
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properties of interlining fabrics have been listed together with some test methods 
and specifications42. The properties, or more specifically the stiffness and 
bagginess of the resultant laminate, are affected by properties of the diierent 
components as follows42. 

The influence of face fabric and interlining properties on the laminate 
properties have been studied by Shishoo et al 105. Enension stffmss of the 
laminate was found to be nearly equal to the sum of the extension stiffness of the 
components at the same level of extension. Highly correlated linear 
relationships were obtained between experimental and calculated extension 
properties, these apparently being independent of adhesive type, adhesive 
distribution and the nature ofthe basecloth. Theshearst~flnessdepended on the 
type of adhesive deposition. The bendingstffness of the laminate was four to ten 
times greater than the sum of the bending stiffness of its components. The 
relative orientation of the face and interlining fabric was an important 
contributing factor in the stiffness measurements. The wrinkling measurements, 
although limited in their range, proved that the wrinkling behaviour of the 
laminate was determined by che wrinkling propensity of the interlining'0J. 

ShilohlM tested the wrinkling and bending of laminates where different 
interlinings was fused to wool a i d  cotton outer fakcs .  She found that in the dry 
state, cotton fabric wrinkled slightly more than cotton-wool fabrics hut in the 
wet state this order was reversed. Fusing inhibited recovery from deformation 
probably owing to the larger frictional restraint after fusing. The order was 
slightly reversed in the buckling test. Generally, the bending and wrinkling 
performance of the composite fabrics was found to be affected morestrongly by 
the properties of the lining fabric than by the properties of the face fabricstM. 
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Elsewhere it was found". ' that the bending stiffness and the crease 
recovery angle of a laminate increased with the mass of the fusible interlining but 
other factors (ee tvoe of adhesive. auantitv ofadhesive. fus~naconditions)could . - ,c ,. - 
have made a contribution. Repeated dry cleaning of the laminate with non- 
woven fusible, reduced the drape (became soft and limp). Alaminatewitha wool 
fusible (lightweight worsted outer fabric) although signiiicantly softer than a 
corresponding one with cotton fusible, had bettercrease recoveryforbothsharp 
creasing and light random creasing21. The laminates were found to be stiffer in 
the warp direction than in the weft direction. With a particular interlining, the 
bending stiffness of the laminate was found to increase with time, reaching a 
maximum at about 20 s. The crease recovery, on the other hand, decreased with 
an increase in fusing time21. 

The four factors affecting the laminate handle are'.? 

I. Fusible material 

2. Pressure 

3. Temperature 

4. Tme 

The type of adhesive can play an important role in the fabric properties eg 
softer handle are obtained with adhesive of high specific adhesion - 15 g/m2 of 
polyamde mves the same adhesion as 25 g/m2 of high pressure polyethylene or 
40 g/mz of PVCll. Differences in coating mass can naturally affect the handle 
and drape, particularly on fine fabricslf. 

-The choice of coating method can also have a significant effect on the 
handle, adhesion and possible show through on certainfabrics". Scatter coating 
produces a medium handle, making it suitable for a range of both inter- and 
outerwear applications but not for demanding applications. Paste prints tend to 
be a little firmer than the equivalent powder coating. Dot coating gives a 
laminate which is much softer than any previously available. In fact, dot coating 
can be manipulated to have little or no effect on the properties built into the base 
fabrics in terms of handle, aesthetics and crease recovery". 

The size and spacing of the printed or scattered dots also affect the finish 
of the fabrics e g fme dots more widely spaced produce a softer finish than large 
dots closely spaced39. 

his ing the back of the fusible has been found to produce a softer 
laminate, leave the crease recovery (heavy creasing) unaffected and improve the 
wrinkle recovery signir1cantly21. The face fa6ric can also produce problems 
during fusing (e g thermal shrinkage in thecase of synthetics, pilecrushing in the 
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case of velvets and corduroy, handle change for leather and suede, etc".) 
It has also been found that an interlining which produces desirable 

properties when fused to one type of fahric need not necessarily he compatable 
with another". 
-- 

5.2 Bond strength 

The fusing conditions are chosen to produce an adequate bond strength 
and at  the same time to produce a laminate of desirable stiffness9l. However, 
faults due to incorrect fusing eg. strike-through, strike-back, dye sublimation 
etc., must be avoided91. Agood bond has been formed whenafusibleinterlining 
is peeled away from the outer fabric and an equal amount of resinadheres to the 
interlining and the outer fabricI7. 

The causes of a poor performance of a bond can be a result of a number of 
factors29: 

1. Improper curing. 

2. Insufficient adhesive. 

3. Variation in adhesive distribution. 

4. Excessive penetration of adhesive into the shell fabric. 

5. Poor combining of component fabrics. 

6. Differential shrinkage during drying. 

7. Slippage of outer fabric over tricot. 

In addition, the strength of the bond depends not only on the dry- 
cleaning or washing medium but also on the fusing methods and type of fibre 
and fabricla. A stronger bond can apparently result from "reverse" fusing=. 

It was proved by Rose and ZeligmanlO7 that adhesion (bond strength) 
increases with temperature up to a point and then falls steadily. The temperature 
at which this maximum occurs depends on the resin and thefabrics comprising 
the laminate. Increase in adhesion by increasing time was found to be true only 
over a small range of ternperat~res~~'. 

Disher reported" that bond strength increases with time at  a constant 
temperature of 170°C but an optimum is reached whereafter it drops 
dramatically. An increase in time, at a lower temperature (130°C) on the other 
hand, will increase the bond strength progressively although it will be lower7'. 
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Cusick and Cook91 reported that optimum bond strengths were found for 
shorter fusing times with higher press temperature (PVC dot coated cotton 
fusible interlining onto a worsted suiting of 237 g/m2). Furthermore optimum 
peel strengths occurred at  a glue line temperature of 155°C (PVC adhesive) but 
the relationship depended on the type of adhesive used. An increase in pressure 
on a tray fusing press had little effect with a PVC adhesive, but an increase in 
pressure from 14 to 28 kPa increased the bond strength of the laminate by 25% 
when using a polyamide adhesive91. Pressure changes had no effect on thedrape 
coefficient or stiffness of either type of adhesive91. 

Crow108 also found that bond strength increased with time and/or 
temperature until it reached a maximum. In addition, the majority of 
interlinings gave a higher bond strength when samples were fused with the 
suitingnext to the heat source. However, the latterdepended on the nature of the 
interlining and the outer fabric, especially the mass of the fabricloa. 

Research a i ~ s a a c  .Braithwait@z also found, after a series of tests, that 
bond strength shows a maximum with an increase in time (temperature and 
pressure kept constant). An increase in pressure also showed a maximum bond 
strength (the other variables kept constant)a2. 

Microscopic studies on fused laminates produced some interesting 
observationsl08: 

1. Under the same conditions of time and temperature, some adhesives 
became morefluid than others and so accepted the fibres of the outer fabric 
more readily, thus forming a stronger bond. 

2. Rough surfaced fabrics (e g those comprising textured yam or wool) were 
much easier to fuse as they keyed into the adhesive more readily, giving a 
good bond under less severe conditions than was necessary for smooth 
surface fabric. 

3. At very short fusing times, the adhesives penetrated the outer fabric more 
readily if the fusible interlining was nearer the source of heat. At longer 
times, there appeared to be no difference. 

4. Strike-through appeared to occur only when the interlining was fused toan 
outer fabric which had inter-yarn spaces sufficiently large for the adhesive 
to pass through and also when the interlining did not match the outer fabric. 

It has been suggested6' that an initial bond strength of about 560 cN (20 
ounces) is considered adequate for satisfactory performance. However, some 
resins decrease in bond strength during dry cleaning, some remain virtually 
unchanged and some actually increase. The relative wet shrinkage of the two 
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components, coupled with the flexibility of the outer fabric will also affect the 
performance of the bond subsequentlp7. Elsewhere 1100 cN/5 cm is generally 
considered to be an adequate bond strengthgl. 

The bond strength laid down by Jantzens6 tobecommerciaUy acceptable 
is between 440 and 560 cN measured with a 2,54 cm width of fabric. This does not 
mean a good performance of washing and dry-cleaning and therefore standards 
have been set for values after cleaning. These are: 

Printed interlinings > 440 cN/ 234 cm width of fabric for 100% tested samples. 
Sintered interlinings > 440 cN/2,54 cm width of fabric for 75% tested samples. 

D ~ r k i n ' ~  concluded after a number of experiments on a range of fabrics 
and interlinings that the interlinings which gave laminates with highinitial bond 
strength and good resistance to dry-cleaning and flexural fatigue did not give 
good draping properties. 

Werner51 recommends testing bond peel strength on 2 o r  4 cm width of 
fabric at a peeling speed of UX) mm/min. To guarantee the durable use of a 
garment, he suggested a bond strength of at least 490 cN (measured on 2 cm 
width of fabric). 

Apparently tests have shown that bond strength may decrease by 25% if 
parts are moved uncooledg6. There is a tendency to assume that the best or most 
desirable bond strength is the strongest but this need not be thecase. Avery high 
bond strength may be obtained at the expense of otherdesirable properties such 
as loss in handle, low crease retention etca6. 

It is suggested that peel strength be carried out dry and wet after dry 
cleaning or washing. The dry peel strength is a good measure of an adhesive 
bond but few fabrics will ever delaminate in the dry state. The results of many 
tests proved that samples with good durability to home laundering and dry 
cleaning have a range of peel strength values as follows": 

Peel strength (cN)/ 
234 cm strip 

Dry 
Wet after laundering 
Wet after dry cleaning 

Since there are a number of ways of interpreting the stripping force of a 
laminate, Dorkin and Chamberlainlo9 have suggested the use of bond energy 
(i e energy required to separate the two components) as a measure of bond 
strength. In addition, the "spread" should be calculated from the standard 
deviation and the mean value to give a direct measure of the irregularity of the 
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bond energy. This spread will give an indication of the weakerparts in the bond, 
which naturally will be the first to delaminatelm. 

A test for determining the resistance of a bond to dry cleaning has also 
been suggested by Dorkin and Chamberlainlw. This involves shaking 30 x 5 cm 
conditioned samples in bottles of an end-over-end bottle shaker. Dry solvent is 
used and a temperature of N0C is maintained throughout the shaking which is 
run for 20 min (1 000 revolutions) at about 50 revslmin. This is followed by 
tumble drying for 1 hour at 60°C. After conditioning, the samples are tested for 
bond enerw. Thev have found that achancein bond enerw. ifanv. is found after .,, - -. 
the first or at the most after the second dry cleaning treatment. Irregularity in 
bond energy can also be determinedlw. 

Another test which these authors'w consider necessary is the resistance of 
rhe bond to wetting and drying. This just means soaking tests strips in water 
containing a little wetting agent for 5 mins at 30°C without agitation. The 
samples can then be examined for bubbling and the bond strength tested wet. 
Polyamide adhesive interlining will normally show reduction in bond strength. 
Two apparatus and test methods for the determination of the resistance of the 
bond toflexural fatigue have also been discussed. Standard test methods for 
measuring - the drape and crease resistance of a laminate are propose&w. 

A number of different methods used by manufacturers to test the bond 
have been given? 

I. Bond peel strength test but the test is apparently only effective for 
comparing different fusings of the same cloth and interlining since a higher 
or lower force on another laminate does not mean any better or worse a 
bond. This test is only effective on woven interlinings. 

2. Subjecting fused fabric to dry-cleaning. 

3. Flexing test which involves a concave rolling of the fused test piece. 

4. UV light cabinet can detect duller, darker or brighter shades denoting 
overfusing, underpressure and overpressure respectively (a fluorescent must 
be included in the resin). 

5. Other tests include exposure to all weather conditions (sunshine, cold, heat 
high humidity etc), flexing tests, shrinkage tests73. 

Crow108 has reported on the simple methods of determining the bond 
strength of fusible interlinings. A spring balance is unsatisfactory since the hook 
distorts the fabric, a constant rate of stripping is impossible, fluctuations occur 
in the readings and many spring balances are not accurately calibrated. The 
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quadrant type of tensile tester is too expensive and it is difficult to defme exactly 
what it measures. In addition, no correlation was found between the transfer 
ratio (amount of adhesive transferred from interlining to the outer fabric) and 
the bond energyl08. Finally Crow108 proposed a simple method of determining 
the bond strength which produced results found to correlate, within limits, with 
bond energy results determined on the Iqtron. The test method is quite simple. 
On a suitable gallows frame, a screw clamp is attached from which one 
component of thelaminate to be stripped is attached to the other component and 
increasing weights are hung from it until the laminate strips rapidly and 
decisively. This is then designated as the stripping force of the samplel08. 

Kaltsoyannis and Crows5 have suggested a level of bond strength (based 
on a series of tests and the opinion of industry) below which a laminate bond 
should not fall. This is 18 ozlinch (980 cN/2" strip, bond energy = 
392 cN.cmlcm2. The average coefficient of variation as a measure of the 
variability of the bond, shouh be 12% with an upper limit of 20% but this only 
gives an indication of the oossibilitv of bubbline in a oarticular case and has its - 
limitation. It was also cokluded (hat a l a r h s e  w&ch has an original bond 
energy of less than 196 cN.cmlcm2 may cause trouble on subsequent dry 
cleaning and flexing to an extent which depends on how much below 
196 cN.cm/cmz the original bond energy falls and the irregularity of the bond 
energy. 

A method of evaluating the adhesion of interlining to an outer fabric 
using the Elmatester has also been reportedl". 

5.3 Shrinkage and colour change 

A recent survey camed out by WIRA revealed that critical problems 
encountered by clothing manufacturers, besides shrinkage during fusing, were 
steam shrinkage and lack of dye fastness at high temperaturesM. 

Major complaints received elsewhere about the poor performance of 
certain laminates have been two-fold": 

1. Shrinkage caused by combing dimensionally unstable fabrics. 

2. Delamination due to either the use of poor adhesives or to the improper 
application and/or lack of curing of good adhesivesz9. 

TWO particular problems are reported by Marks and Spencer to disrupt 
fusing production: 

1. Fabric shrinkage 

2. Fabric finish 
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They suggest that a standard "fusing test" should be developed and included as a 
quality control testM. 

However, one reason for fusing has been stated6-7 to be to help control 
shrinkage in the fabric. It controls the fronts, making them perfectly straight, 
eettine rid of some of the ~uckers  and wrinkles that are created by fabrics 
zhri&ng differently. It also keeps the fabric stable and prevents it from 
puckering after clea~ing6-~. 

Dimensional changes in the fabric during fusing can present a number of 
problems during the making-up or subsequent wear of a garment. These a d 1 ?  

(a) Differential shrinkage between the outer fabric and theinterlining resulting 
in the breakine of adhesive bonds durinesubseauent cleanine or wearZt.'l2. - - -  
It is apparently caused by the incorrect&lection of fusible i;terlining?*. A 
2% limit has been suggested as being reasonably safen. 

(b) Overall shrinkage of fused parts resulting in mismatching with parts not 
fused"2. 

(c) Greater hygral expansion, in the case of natural fibres, of unfused parts 
relative to parts fused with interlining when moisture changes occur"2. 

Although it is generally accepted that there is minimal shrinkage in 
synthetic fabrics, apparently two reactions take place which cause the fabric to 
sh r i~k2~ .  These are: 

(a) Relaxation of the tensions which have been introduad into the fabric 
during processing. 

(b) Shrinkage due to the contraction of the yams when they come into contact 
with heat27. 

Shrinkage has been observed frequently in the rainwear field where 
fabrics have a hi& svnthetic content27. - - 

The basic cause of shrinkage of textiles is the relaxation of strains impose 
in yam or fabric manufacture"'. A number of methods have been introduced to 
control shrinkage, namely: 

1. Mechanical shrinkage eg sanforizing of cotton fabrics. 

2. Resin s t a b i t i o n .  

3. Heat setting of synthetic fibres. 

., 
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The latter apparently is likely to be troublesome in some cases especially when 
fusing temperature exceed the effective heat setting temperatu-re"'. 

It is felt by Staflex that it is important thatthecombinationof interlining 
and outer fabric should be tested and not the cornponents11'. Plactical 
experience suggests that low adhesion vastly outranks differential shrinkage as 
the prime cause of fusible failure. Furthermore, high adhesion can neutralise or 
minimise the effects of diiferential shrinkage11). 

Heating of a polyethylene coated fusible interliningduringfusingleads to 
changes in polymer which may result in dimensional change according to the 
dimensional stability of the permanent interlining"4. This can be reduced by 
cutting the fusible interlining in the width direction or on the b i s " i  

If one fuses at temperatures approaching the setting temperature, there 
are great dangers of changes in colour of the fabric and of unacceptable 
shrinkage particularly where polyester knit garments are concemed~~5. It is 
therefore important to fuse at thelowest temperaturespossible,compatiblewith 
the performance of the interliningll5. 

Textured synthetic fibre double knits are generally easy to fuse but the 
major problem is heat shrinkage'l6. The normal temperature for fusing knits is 
between 138O C and 16OoC but the lower limit is recommended if heat shrinkage 
is to be avoided"6. 

Very lightweight woven and knitted 100% polyester outer fabrics present 
problems mainly because polyester tends to extend with heat treatment then 
retract when cold". Others extend and do not return whilst some are completely 
stable throughout fusing. Acrylics have a lower softening temperature and tend 
to daze with heat. Dvestuffs which are suitable for amlics can chanee shade 
pe&anently with t h i  application of excessive heat, thkfore  adh&&s with 
Lower fusing temperatures are essential for acrylics". On washable garments. it 
has been s&esied that the laundering shrinkage of the interlining and outer 
fabric should be within 1-Z%ofeachother". Valuesgreaterthan thisare likely to 
c a w  the laminate to aucker. curl or show other deficiencies. Svnthetic fibres 
have greatly increased ihis prhblem41. The shrinkage will also d&nd upon the 
way in which they are aligned (e g warp to warp, warp to weft)and the end use of 
the garment and the nature of the cleaning process". 

According to Shaw112, the amount of shrinkage o d n g  during fusmg 
is, however, dependent to a large extent on the type of fusingequipment utilised. 
On continuous fusing presses, the fabric is either passed between a pair of belts 
or around a drumand the mechanical pressure on the fabrics is relatively low. As 
a result of this, shrinkage occurs more frequently on these types of presses 
compared with the diontinuous or tray prew where pressure is continuously 
applied to the fabric and interliiglg2. 

Maximum dimensional change on laundering and dry cleaning have been 
specified by some leading companies and, depending on the fabric, these vary 
from 2 to  4% in each d i d o n " .  Some simple shrinkage tests for interlining 
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compatabiity have been given by BIMA recently*. 
The high temperatures applied duringfusing can often result in a colour 

change in the cloth, particularly in blended fabrics. This sometimes only 
becomes apparent after the garment has been made up and then only when 
viewed from certain anglesl". Colour or shade change may also result from the 
removal of moisture during fusing118 but the original shade will return when the 
moisture returns to normal. It has also been reported that damp fabric creates 
steam during fusing &using shrinkage and an uneven bonds2. 

5.4 Dry cleaning 

The% are four important factors that play a role during dry cleaningand 
which could cause reactions in fused fabrics, namely solvent, mechanical action, 
rnoisturell9 and temperature66. If the adhesive is affected by a solvent (e g 
swelling or dissolving of the plasticising agent) the bond is weakened and in 
extreme cases delamination occurs. When using sensitive fabrics (e g finely 
woven or knitted fabrics) laminated parts are usually more resistant to 
mechanical action during dry-cleaning and as a result differences in appearance 
between fused and unfused parts occur. Migration of hairs from the 
interlining through the outer fabric can_also occur during dry-~leaning"~, 

~ormal l~-smaI l  amounts of water are added to the cleaning solvent 
during dry-cleaning action"9. The amount of water to be added is calculated 
according to the sensitivity of the goods. Two methods are used: 

1. 96 of mass of goods to be cleaned. 

2. Permissable moisture content of cleaning solution on completion of the 
cleaning cycle119. 

Table XI gives volumes of water which are considered average'I9. 

Often however, the moisture content calculated does not include the 
interlining and problems can arise119. For example, if the weft of the interlining 
contains wool andlor animal hair mixed with spun rayon, and the volume of 
moisture calculated for the face fabric is too high for the animal fibre, these will 
shrink after a number of dry-cleanings and wavy folds will appear on the fabric. 
In many cases it has been found that this waviness even occurred after a single 
dry-cleaning and the 20% water content, usually used for jackets and coats, 
caused the waviness. How the water makes contact is apparently not important 
while the amount of water is important. Only slight differences in waviness 
occurred when spray and dipping techniques were compared. Textiles 
manufactured from cellulose and synthetic fabrics are far less sensitive t o  water 
added to the cleaning solution than wool textiles, although differences in 
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TABLE XI 

WATER USED IN DRY CLEANING 

Kind of goods 

Knitmar of wml, sensitive woven 
fabric, silk 

Light-weight ladies attire, 
sensitive woollen goods. 

Jackets, coats, suits, dresses 

Trousers 

Cotton, mixed fabric, conon/ 
synthetics, etc. 

% W l t H  burd OpOa 
111l55 of goods 

residual shrinkage between interlining and outer fabric can cause wavinessllg. 
Stain removalgenerally cansesvery little trouble but care should betaken 

with stain removers &at dissolve enamel or oil paint"9. A guide for testing 
laminated fabncs for dm cleanine resistance has been describedll9 Table XI1 - - - - - - . - - - 
shows the influence of temperature of washing and dry-cleaning on the bond 
strength of a range of fusible materiaW. 

Some interesting observations have been made elsewhere110. Dry- 
cleaning in perchloroethylene resulted in an increase in bond strength of a 
number of laminates and the increase was generally complete after the first dry 
cleaning. Three different variations of dry cleaning gave approximately the same 
results and Hoffman pressing after machine dry cleaning did not affect the bond 
strength. It was also found that in some cases bond strength increased upon 
wetting (probably due to swelling of the wool fibre) but a couple of samples lost 
more than half their strength. In one case, the latter result was explained by ihe 
type of interlining coating (random type). The article is concluded with a 
proposed combined testing procedurett0. 

5.5 Effect of moisture 

The presence of moisture is unavoidable during fusing since the two 
fabrics, the outer fabric and fusible interlining, each contain an amount of 
moisture depending on the type and proportion of fibres present in the two 
fabrics as wen as the relative humid~ty of the atmospheres surrounding 
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them27 1W. During fusing, the moisture present is evaporated by the heat of the 
press. This is in the form of steam and escapes around the edges of the press or 
passes into the cladding. As the moisture content builds up, so the effect on the 
parts being fused becomes more serious and eventually the fusing temperature of 
the resin is not reached and poor fusing resultsn, I n .  Dorkinl* found that 
satisfactory fusing could be carried out on fabrics with high moisture content 
provided that thesteam produced was able to escape. However, if the moisture 
was forced to remain in close ~roximitv to the fabrics being fused (egpress with 
closely fitting head and base &d cladding which ~ o n t a i n e ~ a  high cokentration 
of moisture) poor bond strength would result1%. 

Conditioning samples of interlining and outer cloth at different relative 
humidity atmospheres and then bonded under standard fusing conditions 
revealed tbat an increase in the moisture content resulted in a poorer bond 
strength68. 

The specific moisture content of the outer fabric can have a measurable 
effect on temperature development which leads to various fusing conditions 
when fusing pure wool and synthetics24. 
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